Notes from the Parents’ Forum Meeting
Friday 1 Decemember 2017
In attendance: One parent and Mrs Dray
The parent in attendance was very complimentary to SGPS and the way that it is run.
Mrs Dray shared the new Home School Agreement and she really liked the document but
questioned whether it should be signed by parents and the child. In order to minimize admin work
the document won’t need to be signed but will be shared upon entry to the school and also in each
child’s Learning Journal.
That led on to a massive chat about parking. She really likes the anonymised photo of the
inconsiderate parking. She felt that it proved the point. She suggested:







An awareness week where we try to train the children in order to influence the parents.
Signs down the road saying 300 steps – 3.5 minutes to school. 200 steps – 2 mins to school etc.
During the week CTs could take the children out to pace it and get them enthused!
Talk about Y5/6 being dropped around the corner in Manor Green Road which will also have
a step sign but encourages independence with no hazardous roads to cross. This could
alleviate 30 cars!
Give local residents a few copies of the recent parking letter, so that they can pop it onto any
cars that are not parking considerately. On the reverse of the letter could be photocopied
yellow and black, SGPS Notice to be a similar visual prompt of a parking ticket. This would
avoid residents having any confrontation with inconsiderate parents.
Asking for Lollypop volunteers in Awareness Week.

She also had a question about Nursery that she was asking as the Nursery Class rep. If a child already
is attending part time and wants to increase the hours what should they do. Mrs Lee said, apply so
we can see if there is space to address the need.

